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Kids are back in school and everyone is getting settled into their normal
routines. This should bring out some of the buyers that were busy with kids or
summer vacations, over the last few months. As in previous months we are still
seeing inventory levels and days on market being heavily influenced by homes
higher than $700,000 and below $500,000.
Average Single Family Home prices in the Nanaimo area are still rising yearover-year but have started to drop month-to-month. On a 12-month moving
average basis Nanaimo saw a 4% increase for single family homes from
$543,977 to $564,990. Both condos and townhouses are also seeing increases in
price for the same period. Condos have seen an 7% increase in price while
townhouses have increased 10%. The number of days to sell a single family
home is 24, condos 32, and townhouses 37 days. See the graph below to view
the pricing trends within the last year for Single Family homes.
Inventory on average, is still in a Seller’s market in all segments. As mentioned
before, when further broken down, homes priced $700,000 and above are
actually in a Buyer’s market. Although, homes under $500,000 are still selling
quickly, which ultimately provides the Seller’s market we are seeing overall.
Single family homes are at 4.1 months of inventory, Condos at 3.4 months of
inventory and Townhomes at 3.5 months, where >5 months is a buyer’s market.
To the right are the stats for Nanaimo as of August 2019 for Single Family Homes,
Condos, and Townhouses: (Less than 5 months of inventory is a Seller’s Market and
more than 5 months is a Buyer’s Market).

Cluttered Garage? Reclaim Your Space With These 6 Garage Organizing Ideas
Of course, we
Just need to drill
some holes, to create can‘t forget about
a screwdriver shelf. pegboards.
Some bungee cords
make for a lovely ball
storage spot .
Get your various
metal bits under control
with a magnetic tool bar.
Glue the lids of some peanut butter
jars onto the bottom of a wooden
shelf for small pieces.

You can repurpose a
hanging shoe rack .
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